The 2\textsuperscript{nd} London Crypto Day

22\textsuperscript{nd} September 2017
The 2nd London Crypto Day Program

09:30 Welcome

09:40 Kenny Paterson
Reconstruction Attacks on Encrypted Data Using Range Query Leakage

10:25 Elisabeth Oswald
Catch me if you can: locating (and fixing) side channel leaks for dummies

11:10 Coffee break

11:30 Mark Ryan
Binding keys to programs using Intel SGX remote attestation

12:15 Lunch

13:45 Cas Cremers
Formal analysis of security protocols: Towards higher assurance

14:30 Coffee break

15:00 Hoeteck Wee
TBA

15:45 Sarah Meiklejohn
Anonymity in Cryptocurrencies

16:30 Closing remarks